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Edit Share Disambiguation Community Pages Content is available under CC-BY-SA unless otherwise stated. After battling most of the contenders at the Don Corneo Coliseum in the middle of the Final Fantasy VII remake, you are told to defeat your champion, Hell's House. This boss is
able to take almost everything you serve and throw it back at you with force. Winning over Hell House can be a challenge and it's arguably one of the toughest fights in the game, so make sure you have the right tools on your side when you enter the fray. What to equip to fight Hell House in
FF7 RemakeThe Hell House Fluid Weakness; they will change frequently throughout the battle. To counter this, make sure that between cloud and Aerith, every element causing damage is equipped and fit to use. This means that you will need ice, fire, lightning and wind at your disposal. If
you are missing, head to the vending machine found in the room closest to the Colosseum. You should be able to stock up on any gaps in your inventory there. The house has quite strong resistance to physical damage, so you have to rely more on magical damage. Fortunately, Aerit is on
your side. Make sure to bring the score so that you can keep up with its rotating strengths and weaknesses with ease. And instead of hard-edge, consider replacing one of Cloud's other swords, which enhances Magic Attack rather than physical attack.How to fight Hell's House in FF7
RemakeHell House Phase 1If you don't want to spend a Materia slot on Grade, you can also remember Hell's House in Physical Tells. You can check out an item that currently has resistance by looking at the color of the window. Red - Fire, Yellow - Lightning, Blue - Ice, Green - Wind. Any
attack that corresponds to the current color of resistance will be absorbed by Hell House, and it will be weak against the opposite element. So use Ice for red windows, use Lightning for green windows, Fire for blue windows, and Wind for yellow windows. When the match starts, the house
will have red windows, so break it with ice attacks. It can also attack you with moves like Chairman Salvo and House Call. Block these moves rather than dodging them. Cloud is bulky in nature and Aerith is hard to dodge, so locking will save you from headaches completely. Once enough
damage has been done, Hell House will switch gears by casting barrier shift, changing its resistance. Check the resistance and repeat the process until you have done enough damage to push the house into the second phase. Hell House Phase 2New and improved, Hell's House
developed, trading its previous resistances only for all around the barrier. In this part, wait until the boss is chasing you. It would eventually stop for a moment after chasing you around, giving a window for There will be brief moments when he uses a basic attack at this stage. When this
happens, take advantage of the weaknesses mentioned in Part 1 to destroy Hell House.The Hell House House on youSquare EnixIt sometimes introduce what we might as well call God House Mode as well. (You'll know it when you see it!) When that happens, stay out of the Hell's House
path until it's over. You will not be able to do any significant damage during God's house regime, and after it is finished at home he will become vulnerable to staggering. Once you have done enough damage, Hell's House will enter its third and final phase. Hell House Phase 3 In the third
stage, Hell House will combine tactics from the previous two stages, including the return of elementary attacks. Use the Score on the touchpad or your sharp eyes to keep up with all the changes. The biggest new addition here is Hell House's Heavensward attack, where it jumps into the
sky, filling the arena with attacking chairs. It would be too much to cope with the block, so attempt dodging in circles to avoid being killed by the attack. Using these tips and grit, you will eventually defeat the terrible Hell's House. Tell us what you think Mako smells, right here. Artificial life, the
secret weapon of Don Corneo, a monster in the form of a house. No one knows how it was built. The enemy of Intel Hell House is the boss in the Final Fantasy VII remake, fought as a special battle at the Corneo Coliseum in Chapter 9, a city that never sleeps, during the quest The
Underground Colosseum. The boss has different stages to him and changes his elementary similarities. Stats (edit source editing) Less Resistance/Great Resistance (during God's House mode) #089 (Jenova Dreamweaver) ← #090 → #091 (Abzu) When he shifts barriers, hit him with the
opposite element, such as ice to shoot or lightning to the wind to quickly fill his reeling sensor. When God House mode is active, attacks will be less effective when filling the sensor, but within a short time after the end of this mode, it will be much easier to stagger. Battle (edited by source)
The manifestation of pure evil compared to the most bullying couple on this side of Midgar- have you ever seen the fight more incredible, more epic!? The Cotch Battle is being fought with Clown and Aerit. The player can use the bench in the locker room to restore the HP party and THE MP,
and use a vending machine to restock on items such as phoenix down. After I'm ready, the meeting will begin in front of the gatekeeper. Hell's House is a strange and notorious boss equipped with different types of abilities, from a barrage of different attacks to powerful melee attacks. It

switches its elementary properties and protects itself from damage. The vast majority of his abilities do a lot of damage and are based on physicality, but by penetrating different elements, he will use a more powerful version of other attacks. Most of its more powerful attacks cannot be
blocked. Cotsch will comment on Cloud and Aerit's performance throughout the and will also comment if both are knocked out and the player gets Game Over. Phase 1 edit the source of Hell's House, soaked in fire. Hell's house begins battle in its hidden state, state, less aggressive with his
attacks. This phase revolves around the Hell's House, changing its elementary similarity between the four elements with the Barrier Shift, becoming resistant to the corresponding element and empowering some of its moves (although it will only use authorized abilities at the last phase),
becoming weak to the opposite element. The color of its windows indicates which element it is impregnated: Fire (red windows): becomes weak for ice. Ice (blue windows): Becomes weak for fire. Lightning (purple windows): becomes weak for the wind. Wind (green windows): Becomes
weak for thunder. The main attacks of Hell's House at this stage are Chairman Salvo, who launches a round of flaming chairs that track the characters; and Fire Crackers, where he shoots exploding toys. He also attacks with House Call, where he jumps from one place to another, causing
great damage to nearby characters when he lands. Finally, Hell House can capture a nearby character with hospitality, suck them through the door and capture them inside. Phase 2 edit the source of Hell's House awakens. After HP Hell House drops to 75%, it sprouts mechanical limbs
and head, becoming more aggressive with more powerful melee attacks. Once this stage begins, Hell House charges on a controlled character with a housing rush, waving his arms that can knock the characters down. It stops using the Barrier shift. When attacked from behind, Hell House
often uses Jetstream, where it rotates on the spot while firing flames from its engines, causing heavy damage and knocking down the assailant. He now uses Hospitality and House Call more often and sometimes jumps outside the arena on an unattainable platform next to the crowd to
perform President Salvo from there, jumping back into the arena when it is finished. Phase 3 editing source After HP Hell's House drops to 50%, it starts using God House mode, creating a barrier that drastically reduces all damage, and causes the physical attacks of the Cloud to bounce
back. Eventually the shield will break on its own, leaving Hell's House vulnerable to attack again until it reshapes God House's regime. Hell House uses Jetstream more often, and uses a rocket charge where it charges for a few seconds and pushes itself at full speed to the player using its
engines, stopping only if it hits a character or collides with a wall. This attack cannot be blocked and causes enormous damage by launching its victim away. At this stage, Hell House uses barrier Shift again, usually after God's House mode ends, and uses authorized versions of certain
attacks depending on what elementary affinity it currently is: Phase 4 edit the source of Hell's House using Heavensward. After as HP Hell House drops to 25%, it uses Heaven, where it flies around the arena, throwing a Salvos chair and fire crackers. The countdown from 3 begins, and as
soon as it ends, Hell House charges and unleashes Hellbound, diving on on and causes tremendous damage as he falls to the ground. This attack cannot be blocked. After Hell's House lands, he uses all his abilities, including God House mode and authorized barrier shift attacks. After a
while, it will take flight again to use Heaven followed by Hellbound. Hard Mode (edited source editing) Hell House is even more aggressive in hard mode, and uses some new attacks. It occasionally opens its door and calls three tonberries, which can happen usually once into the stage.
Sweeper and cutter can appear from the colosseum gate during the fourth stage if the player takes too long to finish off Hell House. The strategy of editing source As Hell House changes its elementary similarities, a good strategy is recommended to equip all four elementary Magic Materia
between the cloud and Aerith to cover all its weaknesses, and using poison Materia allows for ineelible elemental spells to be thrown against it. Calling Materia can also be used for this battle, but cleverly correct to not use the wrong call at the wrong time (i.e. call Shiva Materia when he has
an ice affinity); Shiva Mattera is particularly effective because it is an ineffalic appeal. Renaissance matter and Healing Matter (associated with Magnifying Matter) must also be equipped on one symbol; Aerith is a good choice, as it is most often safe from damage and from the attack of
hospitality at home, staying at a distance, although the cloud has more HP. Since this fight is considerably long, ATB Boost Materia can play a key role when you need a quick PB to heal or benefit during reeling. Barrier shift. The goal of the first phase is to build a quick reel to drop HP
home to 75% as quickly as possible, minimizing any damage on the side. It is recommended to create an ATB with both characters and always maintain at least one bar full all the time. Aerith should focus on using magic to exploit elementary home weaknesses and quickly create your
stunning sensor. Hell's House almost always starts a battle imbued with fire, hence bombing its icy magic is the best way to shake it quickly before he uses barrier Shift. In the first stage, Hell House becomes pressured within two seconds if it takes physical damage equal to 1% of its HP
max. When this happens, Cloud's focused thrust should be used for quick build reeling. When Phase 2 begins, the player can either dodge the housing fever or use the Cloud to confront him with the Punisher mode. Hell's House will put pressure on for four seconds if it takes physical
damage equal to 2% of its max HP. When he uses Jetstream, it's best to back off as far as since it covers a large area around it. God House Mode. During Phase 3, when hell house begins to use the Mode of the House of God, the window of opportunity to cause him proper damage
becomes very small, as it often remaking the mode of God House shortly after breaking the barrier. After the Hell's House uses God's House mode, his hands become a target, and each hand is equal to 1% of the maximum HP Hell House. The weapon is vulnerable to physical attacks
(taking 2.0x damage), but does not cause much damage from magical attacks (0.1x damage). If the weapon is destroyed, the infernal house will exert pressure for 3 seconds. When Phase 4 begins, it is recommended to switch to cloud when Hell House uses Heavensward and then
Hellbound; Since cloud has more HP and physical protection than Aerith, it should be able to take more punishment. Hellbound can dodge (and he should as he can't be blocked), so it's recommended to run around the arena as he shoots chairs and dodge when he comes down. Renewed
hospitality. If Hell House traps the character with either hospitality or renewed hospitality, the player must move on to another party member. Damage to hell House during this time will result in him spitting out the captured character earlier. You can heal the character inside the Hell's House,
which must be done to avoid heavy damage when they are released. If the player manages to avoid hospitality, it is recommended to move behind hell house with a cloud and attack consistently. If the limit break clouds up, it is best to keep when the boss is staggered, or when the mode of
God House is not inevitable. The player should not use it near the phase shift, as he will simply cancel the Limit and/or will not cause any damage past the break point; The player must pay attention to HP Hell House before using Limit Break. It is recommended that you keep it (as well as
the agenda) for the final stage. Hell's house is prone to poison and sleep, because, despite its appearance, it is not an enemy of mechanical type, but an artificial enemy of life type. The poison is effective for most of the battle, but is especially useful in the third stage when it starts using God
House mode, as it causes fixed damage and is independent of the user's magic statistics. Sleep is useful for interrupting some attacks such as housing fever and rocket charge. Materia Prayer's hard-source editing strategy is effective for emergency healing, and atB Boost can allow it to be
used sooner. Magnify Materia can also be paired with healing materia, and by using the spectral Cogwheel on Aerith with its break limit set as Healing Wind, she can throw it more often. Time Materia is extremely useful for his Haste spell, and it's good to throw both Hurry and Regen on the
cloud and Aerith as soon as the battle begins; Setting to increase either time or healing is perfect. Among the useful Full Materia are stat-boosting materia, Reorient Materia, Steadfast Block Materia, and ATB Assist Materia. As in normal battle mode, all types of offensive materia must be
equipped between Cloud and Aerith. Pairing MP Absorption Materia with lightning materia at Aerith Suitable to spell that is guaranteed to hit also restore her MP. Bahamut Materia is the best materia call for equipment. A tonne of berries should be considered as soon as they are with a
cloud using Triple Slash and Punisher Mode attacks to quickly send them, as most of the time they fall out of Hell's House under state pressure. Aerith must throw Arcane Ward in the middle of the arena and only throw an offensive spell while over him to maximize the damage done and
save the MP. These spells should be mid-level in the first few stages, or low level in later stages, like being MP-efficient and hitting your target before it moves. Many Hell House attacks can be used by the cloud using a combination of counter and counterweight to the Punisher mode;
however, you should take care of the unblockable attacks of Hell's House, as they also cannot be cancelled. The struggle is more complex than before when Hell House uses the Form of God at home. At this stage it is recommended that his hands and spells be damaged on any window of
opportunity. In the final stage the spell can be used to kill him as quickly as possible before he calls the cutter or Sweeper. The musical theme of Editing Source of the eponymous Hell House plays throughout the battle with Hell House and has various stages that play based on the different
stages of the battle. Hell House is the track of the 18th disc of the original Final Fantasy VII Remake Original Soundtrack. Behind the scenes of the edit source Hell's House was a normal enemy in the original Final Fantasy VII, fought in Sector 6 collapsed expressway. He was promoted to
boss because his design was unique and stood out among other enemies, and thus was promoted to the boss of the battle. However, the developers believed that its quirky nature meant that it would be strange if it appeared in the world without a run, and thus was included in the
Colosseum as a spectacle. Gallery edit Add a photo to this gallery Etymology edit source Hell House is a term for a human haunted house that is used for entertainment purposes. Links (edited editing source) hell house ff7 original. hell house ff7 remake hard mode. hell house ff7 remake
reddit. hell house ff7 remake weakness. hell house ff7 remake steal. hell house ff7 hard. hell house ff7 remake hard mode guide. hell house ff7 wiki
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